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Maniago, ITALY: CORICAMA - Italian manufacturer of Dental Hand Instruments since 1873,
announces the new line of completely smooth scratch-resistant handles for its more than 4.000
Dental Hand Instruments covering all Dental Categories (www.coricama.it).
Scratch-Resistant (tested under normal use conditions);
Easy to clean/sterilize (absence of knurling, grooves, serrations avoiding deposits accumulations);

Top comfort and sensitivity (soft touch and delicate handling sensation);
Anti-slip (tested with most common gloves under humidity – blood, saliva, water – conditions);

Light (8mm. and 10mm. diameter hollow handle);
Fully writable (Logo, Info, Instructions, QR or DATAMATRIX Identification Codes);

Beautiful, attractive, elegant. Suitable for all CORICAMA high quality working tips.
Designed to successfully withstand the demands of the best dental professionals.
About CORICAMA - since 1873:
Background: CORICAMA is the result of a centuries-old history. Our roots are linked to the place
where we live, Maniago: a town that stands out with great success in the international panorama
for its blacksmith art endowments. Since 1380 blacksmiths of our territory produced swords,
halberds and armours for the Maritime Republic of Venice, along with tools for agriculture and
crafts of that time.
Here, in 1873, the first major knives and cutting tools’ factory of Maniago was born -CO.RI.CA.MA.:
Coltellerie Riunite (united knives’ factories) of Caslino and Maniago - known in the whole town as
“The Plant”. In “The Plant” multiple generations of specialized workers were trained and became

male and female craftsmen that since then - thanks to their professionality - have been producing
knives, scissors, forceps, blades, surgical instruments and other steel tools for arts and crafts.
Nowadays the old CO.RI.CA.MA. plant, owned and restored by the Municipality of Maniago, hosts
the "Museum of blacksmiths’ art and cutlery works" – an extraordinary exhibition of the typical
products of Maniago – and draws tourists and visitors from around the world. We are very proud
to be able to link our origins to a history that is deep-rooted in the community we belong to.
CORICAMA is proudly in the Dental Hand Instruments market since 1873 and has ever since
produced and supplied the most famous and renowned companies of the dental and surgical
industry worldwide with its own instruments, customizing them with their brands and tradenames.
To seize new opportunities for success and growth we have applied new company strategies,
among which the importance to propose and present ourselves to the global market through our
brand and logo CORICAMA.
Our main task is the performance of the instrument CORICAMA in the hands of the professional!
This is the moment where the reliability of the instrument, along the several processes from the
design stage to its use in the field, is tested.
CORICAMA represents an outstanding example for product quality, design and reliability "Made in
Italy". Is a flexible, customer and service oriented company that cooperates closely with dental
science and dental laboratories.
A reliable partner for dentists, dental technicians and valued companies who provide health care
products and services to dental and medical practitioners, government and institutional health
care clinics and hospitals.
We reveal with pride that we belong to a leading company in the market since 1873 whose
products since then are synonymous with guarantee and reliability. Who knows the company and
the instruments CORICAMA, and some of our esteemed customers know us since that time, is
aware that he can count on a serious, professional, practical and helpful company.
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